TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

HEPA Filter

All Dyson Airblade™ hand dryers are fitted with HEPA filters as standard. Meaning they are capable of catching 99.97% of particles, including bacteria and viruses.

HEPA filters are defined by the standard IEST-RP-CC001.6, and are aligned with their strict parameters. Meeting these ensures users can be confident they are drying their hands with HEPA-purified air. Filters that don’t meet these stringent standards can be less effective at removing harmful particles from the environment.

Filter specification
Filter specification warranty: 5 years
Filter media/design: Glass HEPA filter

Filter replacement
All Dyson Airblade™ hand dryers have replaceable filters.

If your machine is the AB04/09/10/11/12/14, HU02/03 or WD04/05/06, you will be able to remove and replace your filter without the help of a qualified electrician.

For help ordering a replacement filter contact your local helpline.

Filter representation for Dyson Airblade 9kJ hand dryer. For more information about filters in other Dyson Airblade™ hand dryer models, please visit our website.

1HEPA filter tested to IEST-RP-CC001.6, by an independent testing laboratory, under prescribed test conditions.

Not pictured: AB14 and AB04
HEPA Filter SKU# 925985-02

HU03:
HEPA Filter SKU# 970528-01

HU02/AB12:
HEPA Filter (pair/set) SKU# 965280-01

WD04/05/06 and AB09/10/11:
HEPA Filter SKU# 965395-02

For further information please contact Dyson.
888-397-6622
www.dyson.com
design@dyson.com